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FABRIC I"ORVIATION - I

lTime :3 hours

(lvlaximum marks : 100)

PART - A

Q4aximum marks : 10)

Marks

I Answer a/i questions in one or two sentences. Each question carries 2 marks'

1. Define warP winding

2. State the object of yam clearers'

4. List the primary motions in a loom.

,, 5. Find the count of 21,000 yards of yam weigh % ppund' (5 x 2: 10)

PART - B

(Vlaximum marks : 30)

il Answer arry .five of the following questions. Each question carries 6 marks.

1. List and describe the type of tensioners.

2. Write short note on bunching mcchanism and layer locking motion.

3. Compare beam warping and sectional warping

4. List four sizing defects and mention their causes.

5. Compare tappet dobby and'jacquard shedding.

6. State the timing and sctting of'cone over pick mechanism.

7. Lrstimate the average count of 20s and 40s cotton yarn. (5 x 6 : 30)
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PAKI'- C

(Ma,ximum marks : 60)
(Answer one full qucstion from each rurit. Each full question carries 15 marks.)

l,flf 
- 

I

iII (a) Sketch and describe the working of Schweiter pirn winding machine.
(b) State splicing and mention the advantages over knottine.

On
IV (a) Describe the type of electronic yarn clearers and mention their advantages

over ordinary slub catchers.

Marks
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VIII (a)

(b)

List four package defects in pirn and mention ,n.,, causes.

Uxlr - II

Ijxplain the working of Ruti high speed beam warping machine with the
heip of sketch.

state suitable size recipe fbr medium count cotton yarn.

OH

Explain l,arious controls in a sizing machine.

State the objectives of drawing-in and denting.

Urrr - III
Explain the working of plain tappet shedding mechanism with the help
of sketch.

State the method of altering picking force.

On

l0
5
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5

Describe the working of under pick mechanism with the help of a neat fisure.

Describe beat up mechanism.

Uvr - IV

D( (a) The speed. of a high speed winding machine
diameter 3 inches, produces 30s cotton yarn.
machine is 60. Find the oroduction ner shift

is 2500 rpm with a drum
Number of drums on the
of 8 hours in Kg., if the'efficiency is 85%.

(b) Find the count in tex
30 gram.

system with a length of 750 meters of yarn weighing

On

(a) Calculate the efficiency of a high speed warping machine from the
following data.

Speed of machine - 680 yards/minute Count of yam - 36s

\umber of ends on beam - 520 Production/shift of 8 hou:s - 2168 Kg.

(b) Find the count of two fold yarn composed of 30s and 40s singles.
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